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Abstract: The paper discusses process of video stabilization. Digital video stabilization is basically a three step process. The first step is motion
estimation, second step is motion smoothing and final step is motion compensation.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The unwanted movements of cameraman’s hands
introduce generally
fogginess and perturbing
irregularity within the recorded video sequences. A stable
output video are earned while not the impact of tense that
caused by shaking the camera throughout video. Totally
different video stabilization techniques are thus developed
with different performances until nowadays. One among the
technique is Digital Video Stabilization.
Digital
video
stabilization is
essentially a
three step method. the
primary step is
termed motion
estimation, that is estimating the world motion parameters.
With numerous looking and matching algorithms, the
motion vectors square measure computed. The second step
is motion smoothing, that is applying a filter on these
motion parameters to filtrate the unwanted motion of the
platform.
In
final
step,
motion compensation,
a deformation perform is applied to the input image with the
inverse of the previous motion vectors.

Figure 1 : Block diagram of Video Stabilization
II. RELATED WORK
Many
stabilization
approaches are gift within
the literature, and
a
few of
them are
presently enforced in client imaging devices. Solutions to
the
stabilization drawback involve
either
hardware
or package to atone for the unwanted camera motion.
A completely unique quick image registration algorithmic
rule supported block matching is projected [1]. Unreliable
motion vectors ar properly filtered out by creating use of ad-

hoc
rules
taking under
consideration native similarity, native “activity,”
and
matching effectiveness. Moreover, a temporal analysis of
the relative error computed at every frame has been
performed. Reliable data is then accustomed retrieve interframe transformation parameters.
Digital video stabilization is basically a three step process.
The first step is called motion estimation, which is
estimating the global motion parameters. With various
searching and matching algorithms, the motion vectors are
computed. The second step is motion smoothing, which is
applying a filter on these motion parameters to filter out the
unwanted motion of the platform. In final step, motion
compensation, a warping function is applied to the input
image with the inverse of the previous motion vectors [2].
In digital video stabilization motion estimation is the
crucial part. Various motion estimation approaches have
been used in the video stabilization algorithms. It includes
direct method and feature extraction method. Direct
approaches compute frame alignment considering image
intensity values. Block-based techniques first divide the
given image in blocks, typically square, and then search the
corresponding one in the next frame . Feature-based
algorithms extract features from video images and estimates
inter frame motion using their location [3].
Feature-based
approaches
have
gained
larger agreement for his or her sensible performances,
however options extraction computation
step are
often terribly time intense. the general feature range heavily
depends
on
the
scene
content, creating it extremely troublesome a period impleme
ntation on an occasional resource device. On the contrary,
direct ways have a additional certain behavior creating less
complicated the planning avoiding resource wasting.
Another crucial issue is that the quality each in terms of
memory and machine demands. For our purpose, block
matching algorithms (BMA) are an honest alternative as
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they turn out a determined range of motion vectors
providing a decent level of motion graininess. So, that we
are able to adopt the BMA for complete for the
important time applications. The work done by S. Battiato et
al. present direct methodology of motion estimation for
removal of irregularity within the video sequences.
An algorithmic rule relies on the BMA, then the
vectors are pre filters by victimization some rejection
rules. the information retrieved is once more memory filter
and
followed
by sturdy estimation
by victimisation least sq. iterations. The performance of
the algorithmic
rule is
nice however it
fails within
the crucial conditions like presence of huge texture moving
object on a regular background.
The affine parameters estimation algorithmic rule from
block motion vector for extracting motion between the
corresponding frames. This methodology extracts the
motion
vectors
from
the
sources
of the
pictures then sturdy estimation is
employed to sight the
affine
parameters. sturdy
estimation is
employed to filter the outliers from non-outliers. The
variable size block matching methodology is employed for
the block motion estimation. The projected methodology by
S. Jang et al. for block matching is comparable to the
complete search methodology with
some variations like,
here the block matching defines the operate to see the
matching degree of candidate block that is employed to
come to a decision the dimensions of looking window [4].
It stops the block matching when the distinctiveness of
best match does not improve further even if we expand the
size of searching window. The affine parameters are
extracted from the motion vector based on the robust
estimation which is used to filter out the outliers. The
method discussed is very promising in terms of variable size
block motion estimation, filtering of the proper affine
parameters but the variable size block matching algorithm
increases the computation overhead.
New digital image stabilization based on bit plane
matching. The motion estimation is applied to the bit plane
images decomposed from the gray scale images .The
multilevel image is decomposed into series of the binary
images .The local motion vector is estimated using the
correlation function due which the arithmetic operation is
replaced by binary operation, which has reduced the
computational complexity. The disadvantage of this method
is it can be applied to bit plane images decomposed from
gray scale images [5].
New fast and efficient block motion estimation
algorithm by combining initial search point with gradient
decent search. The zero MV or Neighboring MVs can be
used as initial search point .If not low complexity one
dimensional feature matching (1DFM) is performed by
using selective integral projections. Then apply the plus

pattern search (PPS) to find out the initial search point and
the final MVs. This method reduces the computational
complexity as compared to exhaustive search algorithm but
at the expense of the accuracy [6].
Multi resolution gradient based approach to
estimate the motion in between the consecutive images, in
order to remove the random shake due to camera motion. 1D
projection is used estimate the motion. The disadvantage is
that these approach can misled by local minima degrading
the performance [7].
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The video quality evaluation methods that already
exist can be divided into subjective and objective analysis.
Subjective analysis basically involves taking the opinion of
human observers involving perceptual vision.
The objective performance parameters are the inter
frame transformation fidelity (ITF) used to measure the
numerical evaluation of the quality of video stabilization,
which is an error measure. ITF will be calculated with the
help of (PSRN) peak signal to noise ratio and ������is
the video frames. PSRN measures the how much similar an
image is from another one; hence it will be used for
qualitatively evaluation of a stabilized sequence in the
algorithm by simply measuring the similarity of consecutive
images in final sequences. ITF will be calculated for the
different voting techniques in the different robust
conditions. The ITF will be measured for different
techniques in different robust conditions. The computational
complexity will be calculated by no of additions required to
calculate the global estimator.
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